
WHENCE came you? Whither are you travelling? Of
what are you in pursuit? Familiar queries to all
of us, not only as individuals as we travel

along life’s journey, but also as organized members
of the Nobility who seek to rededicate, improve, and
enhance both our respective units and Aleppo in its
entirety. Thus, reflecting back on the Brass Band’s con-
cert at the January Ceremonial where we joined the rest
of the Nobility in celebrating the installation of our new Potentate, Illustrious
Ted Polonsky, and the entire Aleppo Divan, I began to think about the individ-
ual selections that we played, why they were chosen in the first place, what in
the final analysis really defines us as a concert band and how concert bands in
general have evolved over the years.

We are still officially called the “Aleppo Brass Band,” having been organized
back in 1915 as the “Aleppo Drum Corps” under the leadership of Noble Louis
B. Harlow, respectfully known as “The Skipper” by the band members at that
time.  The term, “brass band,” obviously implies that the ensemble consists
almost entirely of brass instruments, perhaps with some drums in the mix to
maintain the rhythm. In Britain, bands consisting only of brass instruments
are still the predominant type of amateur band ensemble, often being spon-
sored by large corporations and frequently involved in spirited competitions. 

The 1996 British-American film, “Brassed Off,” starring the late Pete
Postlethwaite, Ewan McGregor, and Tara Fitzgerald features some great play-
ing by the Grimethorpe Colliery Band with instrumentation typical of British
Brass Bands. Such bands evolved from military units where drums and bugles
(including keyed instruments) raised morale among the troops and often fol-
lowed them into battle. The development of “keys” and valves on brass instru-
ments allowed them to play what we now recognize as “scaled” or “chromatic”
notes as opposed to only the harmonic tones based on certain pitch-
es (as we see in ordinary bugles today). Everyone recognizes that
military “bugle calls” are based on a limited number of notes
reached by the bugler adjusting his lip positions on the mouthpiece
of the instrument.  The so-called harmonics represent whole num-
ber frequency changes on the fundamental pitch of the instrument.
These various sound wave frequencies are both easily distinguished
by “the attentive ear,” and readily visualized on the screen of an
oscilloscope.

In America, however, bands (including military service bands)
have evolved differently from those in Britain. American bands
have the sounds of the brass instruments alleviated, and made more
varied, by the addition of woodwind instruments such as clarinets,
oboes and bassoons. Also American bands have added “brasswind
instruments” or saxophones, which are made of brass, but represent
a kind of mixture of both the woodwind and brass families by virtue

of their keyed
construction and
the fact that they
are played with a
vibrating reed
mouthpiece. 

Well, what does
all this actually
mean in terms of
the music that
any band is
equipped to play?
For one thing,
instruments that
are built differ-
ently from one another have a difference in what is called “timbre.” Timbre is
that tonal quality that enables our ear to tell the sound of one instrument from
another, even when they play notes of the same pitch. For instance, just about
everybody can distinguish the sound of a flute from a trumpet, or a saxophone
from a French horn even when they sound the same note. This is because of
both the harmonic and nonharmonic overtones emitted from the instrument
impart “tonal color” and give each instrument its own special sound character-
istics. Good arrangements of both orchestral and band music feature and high-
light these tonal colors in much the same way as oil or water color paintings
use shades of various colors to dramatize the subjects being portrayed.

Now in many marches, most of the instruments are playing through the
entire piece, which not only produces a full volume of sound, but brings the full
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Trio from “The Stars and Stripes Forever March” with
autograph by Noble John Philip Sousa

REVEREND Sandra
J. Bonnette-Kim,
Pastor of Grace

United Methodist Church
in Lynn, has provided a
space in the church
Narthex for a depository
of pull-tabs for the Aleppo
Shriners Children’s Tran -
s  portation Fund.

Parishioners have filled
the containers on numer-
ous occasions and they
have been transported to
the Shrine. Nobles
Richard Ribidue, from
the Motor Patrol, Noble Freman “Whitey” Summer from the
Temple Guard and Noble James I. Starratt from the Arab Patrol,
among other Nobles, are regular communicants of Grace United
Methodist Church.

Collecting Tabs at 
Grace United Methodist Church

By JAMES I. STARRATT
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Brass Band Broadcast
By THE BANDMASTER


